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KEEPING UTILITIES
COMPETITIVE AND

PROFITABLE
IN A RAPIDLY
EVOLVING ENERGY
LANDSCAPE
PLATFORM FEATURES
• A
 utomated Distributed
Generation opportunity
identification & impact analysis

• A
 nticipated economic &
environmental value of discrete
distributed technologies

• S
 izing and suitability
recommendations for solar
PV, battery storage, fuel cells,
combined heat and power,
& other technologies on a
property-by-property basis

• D
 ata visualization and
recommended solution
simulation for informed
system planning

• O
 ptimal technology procurement
& placement strategies across a
variety of utility ownership models
• S
takeholder engagement and
management

Using the GridMarket platform
to deploy distributed energy
projects will significantly increase
ROI as compared to standard
development processes

• D
 ata-informed siting algorithms
to optimally proliferate DER &
maximize network-wide value
• R
 FP-hosting with controlled
access & data protections for
tender document warehousing

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
• P
 owerful core technology with
custom modular solutions
• S
ecure, cloud-based dynamic
user-interface with unique URL
• E
nd-to-end project & program
management hub

• C
 ustomizable, interactive data
visualization & mapping layers
with geo-targeting capabilities
• S
eamless integration with
existing utility applications,
infrastructure, & processes
The GridMarket Platform is a sophisticated distributed
energy solution planning and deployment resource.

GridMarket Platform
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Development

The GridMarket pilot will yield a return on investment for the utility by enabling
the development of a scaled DER business plan faster, at a lower cost by
leveraging GridMarket analytics and predictive capabilities, the pilot will also
result in the identification and deployment of more profitable projects.

Automated predictive modeling and simulation
capabilities produce property-specific project
recommendations based on unique utility network and
customer data.
The GridMarket Platform creates a dynamic project
ecosystem that strategically marries data analytics
and advanced digital tools with a robust marketplace
to accelerate the deployment and monetization of
distributed energy solutions.

www.gridmarket.com

VALUE
SUMMARY

For a program implemented
through the GridMarket platform,
a small initial investment for
platform deployment at the
beginning of the program
enables utilities to realize
more competitive capital costs
for project deployment (~5%
Capex benefit), more efficient
oversight, planning and customer
engagement (~10% benefit) and an
accelerated deployment timeline
(~15% benefit). The value created
on a per MWh basis will also be
higher (~5%), as the GridMarket
data-driven process allows better
project identification and enables
additional system-wide benefits.
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The resulting Return on Investment (ROI) is conservatively
estimated to deliver over a 3x increase in ROI from 10% to 30%.
Benefits Estimated Conservatively

Cumulative Cashflow

The customizable GridMarket
solution offers a utility valuable
insight into existing distributed
energy opportunities across its
service territory. Identifying,
prioritizing, and strategically
siting DER solutions through
the GridMarket Platform enables
a utility to realize value such
as revenue growth, business
model diversification, centralized
infrastructure benefits, accelerated
energy goals, and much more.
GridMarket leverages data and
AI to help utilities transform
traditional practices to maintain
market share in an increasingly
competitive energy economy.
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Typical

*Lower Investment Costs
(Capital & Admin) ~5%
•C
 ompetitive Marketplace procurement
•E
 conomies of Scale achieve lower
price points
•R
 educed soft costs through platform
program management
•P
 latform Aggregation streamlines
project management

GridMarket-driven
Value
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*Accelerated Timeline ~15%
• Site identification
• Financial analysis
• Territory ranking and distribution
analysis
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• Proposal & technology selection
& optimization
• Project execution
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*Increased Asset Productivity ~5%
Territory-wide analysis yields deeper
insight compared with one-off project
development to optimize:
•P
 roject Location
•T
 echnology Mix
•A
 sset sizing

*Compared with typical project development cycle

A LONG-TERM PARTNERSHIP
Application of the GridMarket Data Platform and development of the initial pilot project
will further accelerate and scale an actionable plan for the integration of an ideal
mix of technologies and solutions across a utility’s service territory. The utility will be
empowered to flexibly deploy assets based on opportunity and circumstance - in an
accelerated fashion, with optionality to determine when and where to own & operate
projects (e.g., via PPA or provide a lease structure/on-bill finance for customers).
PHASE

TIMELINE*

I. Custom platform creation and deployment

3-4 months

II. P
 rospecting and business development activities
via the platform and produced analytics

Ongoing

III. Project development and implementation

Ongoing

IV. Post-monitoring, measurement and verification

Ongoing

Fundamental platform value will be rapidly delivered for the utility through custom
features and automated analytics that will continue to evolve throughout the lifecycle
of the pilot and beyond. The comprehensive solution optimizes both planning and
integration, and provides the utility with critical digital support for scaling a DER
business and developing the most cost-effective, profitable projects.

